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If one word could best describe the Dodge Dakota, comfortable would be it. Whether carrying
five adults, cruising the interstate, transporting cargo or tackling off-road terrain, the Dakota is
at ease no matter where it is or what it's asked to do. The Dakota carved out its own niche in the
compact pickup world when it premiered back in Here was a "compact" truck that wasn't so
compact, giving it an instant advantage over competitors from Ford and Chevy. Dakota
continued to upstage its domestic rivals when an optional 5. Last year, Dodge trumped the
competition one more time by being the first to offer Quad Cab, which provided four full-sized
doors to family-conscious consumers. This year, the Dakota continues to offer a wide range of
engine and body style configurations. The two-wheel-drive Regular and Club Cabs get a
mini-Magnum horsepower, 2. There's also the 4. The 5. If you're worried about having to tow
with a compact truck, keep in mind the Dakota's potential 6,pound towing capacity. In other
words, no problem. Want the ultimate attention-gettin' Dakota? You might also want to check
out the Dakota Sport with its new front fascia and Sparkle Silver 15x7-inch cast aluminum
wheels. You'll likely have to keep reminding yourself that this is indeed a compact pickup -everything from its towing capacity and stance to its power and interior seems bigger than the
norm. The interior is quiet, and Dodge has improved everything from the instrument panel to the
ventilation system to the floor console and cupholders. Optional audio equipment, featuring
two- and three-band equalizers and steering wheel-mounted controls, give the Dakota a more
upscale feel, but those wanting the ultimate luxury hauler should look into a Quad Cab with the
new-for optional leather interior. Both two- and four-wheel-drive versions are available, and the
independent front suspension works effectively with the Dakota's rack-and-pinion steering for a
confident yet comfortable ride. Four-wheel-drive models get a new dash-mounted, electronically
controlled transfer case that replaces the previous floor-mounted lever system. The Dakota
enters the new millennium with looks, power, a much-desired four-door configuration and a
brand-new interior. It sure seems like it could be a very happy new year for Dodge. Doing so
could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven
dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to
buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select
a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you.
Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle
history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Dodge
Dakota. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car
buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to
make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years.
Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also
good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Check out Dodge
lease specials Check out Dodge Dakota lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Fuel consumption with the 5.
Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle
overview. The Dodge Dakota gets a redesigned interior with upgraded audio components,
optional steering wheel controls, larger exterior mirrors and a redesigned front fascia on the
Sport models. Four-wheel-drive models get a dash-mounted, electronically controlled transfer
case. New 15x7-inch cast aluminum wheels are standard on Sport and SLT models and a leather
interior is now available in Quad Cab models. Quad Cabs also benefit from front seatbelt
pre-tensioners, Club Cabs have added rear window defrost as an option, and Sentry Key Engine
Immobilizer technology is now part of the optional security alarm system. Finally, the 3. Read
more. Write a review See all reviews. I'm part of the minority that uses their truck for the reason
it was built. I hook up trailers, load up the bed with mulch, rocks, trees, junk, construction
materials and occasionally friends. Even when my engine was dying , miles, the truck never
quit, I've put a new engine in it and it has a new lease on life. Vehicles break, require
maintenance and occasionally have failed parts. More often then not the people who hate their
vehicles or say they are junk, don't take care of them. Yes there are completely junk vehicles,
but I will say this is definitely not one of them. My vehicle: Quad Cab, 4x4, Automatic 4 speed 5
speed now , 4. Read less. My truck is a 3. Mileage has never been that great but I knew that
going in. I've always been a Mopar guy and this truck doesn't disappoint. I admit that I don't
drive it often In nearly 16 years I barely have 70K on it, but those miles have been good ones. I
use it for work and play. It has hauled heavy loads distances or taken me on vacations in all
kinds of weather and has always been a comfortable vehicle. The only thing it may be lacking is
a few extra horses for the hilly bits, but for the most part the V6 has been adequate for my uses.
I am happy with the way the truck handles on the open road and well as how it takes the twisty
bits, and that with Goodyear Wranglers. I'm planning on driving this truck until either it quits or I
do! At my rate of mileage when I'm 80 years old I should be breaking the K mark! Honestly no

complaints of any worth. The electric window lockout switch went funky and the passenger
switch stopped working but there's a work around wiring trick that has cleared that problem up
with no trouble. I'm on the 3rd set of tires more because of thehir age than anything. I've
recently purchased a 13 year old Dakota Quad Cab. I looked for 6 weeks at all sorts of trucks but
when it came down to it, this Dakota fit the bill best. Everything works and the truck runs strong
with a good tight feel to it. Best part of this purchase was the truck had just 87, miles on it. It
was well cared for and used during the previous owners summer vacations. The tan colored
interior is in perfect shape and the bright red exterior has a nice shine to it. As long as the truck
and all others like it is well cared for, it will be on the job for years to come. Happy traveling. I
own a Dakota Sport crew cab V8 4. It's such a great truck! It's a champ in the snow and sand.
Most of my driving is city and highway. I change the oil every miles using 10w Past repairs were
minor. Truck gets 16 mpg with a performance kn air intake kit highly recommend! I was getting
13 mpg before installing the kit. I'm gonna drive it into the ground. Grey paint still looks great.
See all reviews of the Used Dodge Dakota. Write a review. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full
safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4 average Rating out of 7 reviews.
Sponsored cars related to the Dakota. Sign Up. Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle
History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. It has a 6 Cylinder engine. The exterior is
a charming silver. Call or visit to talk with one of our vehicle specialists today! Great for home
projects! We are a family owned and operated, servicing the Lehigh Valley since We offer
quality used cars and trucks at a fair price. We are proud to offer Guaranteed Credit Approval
and as low as 3. We also service what we sell with a full, on site comprehensive mechanical
shop for any need you may have. We have over 90 cars and trucks in stock ready to go.
Whether you are looking for your next vehicle, or need service on your current one, just give us
a call today and we can help! This model has a 4. This unit has four wheel drive capabilities.
This model gleams with a flashy red exterior. Anti-lock brakes will help you stop in an
emergency. The high efficiency automatic transmission shifts smoothly and allows you to relax
while driving. It is equipped with a gasoline engine. Zip through town. Park easily, but still have
the ability to haul items and head out into the backcountry. With a crash test rating of 4 out of 5
stars, everyone can feel secure. Rock out with great audio features like CD player. Call today to
test it out! Our Sales and Service Team's goal is to give you the best experience, as shown by
our excellent customer reviews. We pride ourselves on providing you the best value on all of
our Pre-Owned and New vehicles. We look forward to hearing from you soon. Perfect for any
budget, Very capable, 4D Crew Cab, with hard shell camper. Magnum 3. We invite you to inspect
this vehicle in person. No warranty included or implied. Dealer documentation fee, tax, title,
license and registration will be collected at time of purchase. Please consider inquiring about
our vehicle pick-up and delivery services. Our online digital storefront will continue to be a
helpful resource for shopping inventory, vehicle research, service and parts information, and
communicating directly with the dealership. No matter the department you're looking to reach,
we have staff that can assist your needs. Thorough cleanings of the dealership facilities daily
Sanitizing gel and foam stations available on-site Our staff has been given specific instructions
on hand washing and the importance of staying home if they feel ill Adhering to the
recommended six feet of social distance from other staff and customers. The vehicle has a 4.
When you encounter slick or muddy roads, you can engage the four wheel drive on it and drive
with confidence. This small pickup shines with clean polished lines coated with an elegant
white finish. Anti-lock brakes are standard on it. Enjoy the tried and true gasoline engine in the
Dodge Dakota. Just the right size. This truck is ready for all your needs. Recent Arrival! We
recommend that you have this vehicle inspected before you make a purchase decision. Budget
any additional costs to make this vehicle up to your standards. Any and all repairs will be your
financial responsibility. As you do your comparison shopping, you will see Napleton River Oaks
Honda offers some of the best values in the market. We will provide you a Carfax,
Comprehensive Vehicle Inspection, and a market report on how we arrived at the price. Serving
the Greater Chicago, Il Area. Out of town buyer's free pick-up at the airport. We can help arrange
delivery right to your front door too! Plus tax, title, license, and Napleton certification fees.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only
relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local
listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Bed Length Short Bed Engine and Drivetrain T
used honda baton rouge
83 porsche 928
lan wiring diagram
ransmission Automatic 93 Manual Engine Type Gas Cylinders 8 cylinders 48 6 cylinders 2.
Interior Color Gray. Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with

recent price drops. No accidents. Not provided. New Listing. Price Drop. Title issue. Showing 1 18 out of listings. Overall Consumer Rating. I'm part of the minority that uses their truck for the
reason it was built. I hook up trailers, load up the bed with mulch, rocks, trees, junk,
construction materials and occasionally friends. Even when my engine was dying , miles, the
truck never quit, I've put a new engine in it and it has a new lease on life. Vehicles break, require
maintenance and occasionally have failed parts. More often then not the people who hate their
vehicles or say they are junk, don't take care of them. Yes there are completely junk vehicles,
but I will say this is definitely not one of them. My vehicle: Quad Cab, 4x4, Automatic 4 speed 5
speed now , 4. Read more. Read less. Sign Up.

